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TypeScript Design PatternsPackt Publishing, 2016

	
		Key Features

		
			This step-by-step guide will would demonstrate all the important design patterns in practice
	
			This book is the only documentation on the market focusing on design patterns in TypeScript
	
			This book is packed with rich examples that will improve...
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Learning Robotics using PythonPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, simulate, program, and prototype an interactive autonomous mobile robot from scratch with the help of Python, ROS, and Open-CV!


	About This Book

	
		Design, simulate, build and program an interactive autonomous mobile robot
	
		Program Robot Operating System using Python
	
		Get...
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Organic Chemistry As a Second Language: Second Semester TopicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Readers continue to turn to Klein's Organic Chemistry As a Second Language: Second Semester Topics, 4th Edition because it enables them to better understand fundamental principles, solve problems, and focus on what they need to know to succeed. The fourth edition explores the major principles in the field and explains why...
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Data Science and Complex Networks: Real Case Studies with PythonOxford University Press, 2016

	This book provides a comprehensive yet short description of the basic concepts of Complex Network theory. In contrast to other books the authors present these concepts through real case studies. The application topics span from Foodwebs, to the Internet, the World Wide Web and the Social Networks, passing through the International Trade Web...
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MatchUpSimon & Schuster, 2017

	In this incredible follow-up to the New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller FaceOff, twenty-two of the world’s most popular thriller writers come together for an unforgettable anthology.

	

	MatchUp takes the never-before-seen bestseller pairings of FaceOff and adds a delicious new twist:...
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Scala Test Driven DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2016

	Build robust Scala applications by implementing the fundamentals of test-driven development in your workflow


	About This Book

	
		Get a deep understanding of various testing concepts such as test-driven development (TDD) and BDD
	
		Efficient usage of the built-in Scala features such as...
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Let's Eat: Sustainable Food for a Hungry Planet (Orca Footprints)Orca Book, 2017

	All the food you eat, whether it's an apple or a steak or a chocolate-coated cricket, has a story. Let's Eat uncovers the secret lives of our groceries, exploring alternative—and sometimes bizarre—farm technology and touring gardens up high on corporate rooftops and down low in military-style bunkers beneath city...
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Go Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2016

	Solve your Go problems using a problem-solution approach. Each recipe is a self-contained answer to a practical programming problem in Go. Go Recipes contains recipes that deal with the fundamentals of Go, allowing you to build simple, reliable, and efficient software. Other topics include working with data using modern NoSQL...
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Asian Flavors Diabetes Cookbook: Simple, Fresh Meals Perfect for Every DayAmerican Library Association, 2012

	The Asian Flavors Diabetes Cookbook is the first book that takes the naturally healthy recipes and meals of Asian cuisine and crafts them specifically for people with diabetes. Authored by Corinne Trang, who was dubbed by The Washington Post "the Julia Child of Asian cuisine," this unique collection of recipes will...
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Fundamentals of Computer Architecture and DesignSpringer, 2017

	This textbook provides semester-length coverage of computer architecture and design, providing a strong foundation for students to understand modern computer system architecture and to apply these insights and principles to future computer designs.  






	It is based on the author’s decades of industrial experience...
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Mastering Social Media Mining with RPackt Publishing, 2015

	Extract valuable data from your social media sites and make better business decisions using R


	About This Book

	
		Explore the social media APIs in R to capture data and tame it
	
		Employ the machine learning capabilities of R to gain optimal business value
	
		A hands-on guide with...
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Java in 21 Days, Sams Teach Yourself (Covering Java 8) (7th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2016

	In just 21 days you can acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to develop applications on your computer and apps that run on Android phones and tablets. With this complete tutorial you’ll quickly master the basics and then move on to more advanced features and concepts.


	Completely updated for Java 8,...
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